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Dear Lifehacker, I'm familiar with the Unix command line on Linux and OS X, but I recently switched to Windows and Command Prompt (cmd.exe) feels, well, kind of crappy. How can I make it a little more user-friendly and user-friendly? Sincerely, Pissed at PromptDear Pissed, Windows Command Prompt is certainly not the friendliest terminal around, and if
you come from a UNIX background, it can feel like moving from Ferrari to Fred Flintstone's car. Fortunately, with a few tweaks, you can make Command Prompt as convenient as any other Terminal. Here's how to do it. Step one: Install Cygwin for more UNIX-Like ShellYou, probably heard us mention Cygwin before, and we really can't recommend it enough.
It takes a crappy Windows Command Prompt and turns it into a useful UNIX Mac terminal and Linux fans are used to it. All the commands you remember from your days UNIX will work in Cygwin nicely, and you can use UNIX based on scripts and programs (like our own Gina Trapani's Todo.sh) as you can on Linux or OS X. We've been through a more
detailed guide to Cygwin before, so I won't go too deep into it here. I'll just tell you that your number one job should be setting it up, as it will make your life a lot better. G/O Media can get commissionBuy for $169 from Ella Paradis Dozens of Fantasy Points and Click Task Managers promise to organize their to-do list, but so often... MoreStep Two: Install an
alternative terminal program to make Cygwin even betterCygwin isn't really a separate program as it may seem. Instead, it's a shell that loads into the regular Command Prompt program. Thus, it solves half of the Command Prompt problem without having any of the same commands or syntax, but doesn't really solve the other problems inherent in the
program itself. If you want a better choice of text, better copying and insertion, window transparency and other useful features, you totally need a new Terminal program. I'm a big fan of the previously mentioned Consoles themselves, although many prefer the previously mentioned Mintty. Both serve similar purposes: they make your terminal act a little more
like the Mac or Linux terminals you're used to, by bringing the best copy and paste, text editor-like text selection, and more to your terminal. I prefer the console mainly because it supports tabs where Mintty doesn't. However, if you don't need tabs in the terminal, you can give Mintty a shot. Windows Only: Open Source Software Console is a command line
customer for Windows.Read more If you use Mintty, the best way to install it is through the Cygwin installer. Run the Cygwin installer again and check it out under shells on the Select Pacakges screen. Then you Access it from the Cygwin folder in your Start menu.Step three: Set up the defaultMintty should be ready to step out of the box, but if you use the
console, the console, Got one extra step before you can get to set up your terminal. By default, the console will run the usual old Windows command line, which is not what we want. To change that, run the console and go to Editing and Settings. According to Shell, Type C: Cygwin-Cygwin.bat. This will make the console use Cygwin as the default shell when
you run it, so you don't have to worry about running it manually every time. Obviously, if you want a Windows command line, you can still use the original Command Prompt app. In addition, if you go into the Tab section of the console preferences, you can add a new tab under tab Name, call it Windows CMD (or whatever) and install the shell up to %windir%-
system32'cmd.exe. You can also change the launch directory to the user's folder (such as C: Users Whitson) because the console will use the default folder. Now that you're opening a new tab, you can open the Cygwin tab or The Windows Prompt Tab, which is pretty handy, especially because you'll get all the benefits of copying/inserting the console and
selecting text in Windows Command Prompt. Step Four: Get Ta-weakingLastly, you can go crazy setting up your new terminal to your liking. The first thing I did was head to look at the look (or look at Mintty) and get rid of the absurd bolt fonts, since it was all taken place. I also like to make my terminal somewhat transparent, so I can see the window behind it,
since the window behind it is often a list of commands I need to run (and then I don't need to constantly switch between windows). You can even make it copy the text as soon as you choose it, which is under the console behavior tab and Mintty's mouse tab. Dig around in the settings and see if there's anything else you want to change. There's a lot of handy
things out there and it will make your life a hell of a lot easier when the time comes to do some team line work. Finally, be sure to check out our three-part guide to Cygwin (you can read Part II here and Part III here) as well as our guide to time-saving terminal shortcuts. Sincerely, LifehackerP.S. Are any of your favorite tips for improving the Windows
command line? Share them with us in the comments. You can contact Whitson Gordon, author of this post, whitson@lifehacker.com. You can also find it on Twitter, Facebook, and lurking around our #tips page. We tend to use the tip command quite a lot here at How-To Geek, so we decided to show you 5 tricks that we use in a command hint that you might
not know to read on to find out what they are. Send team output to Note It will work for any team. How many times have you used the ipconfig command just to copy and paste the output? You never have to do it again as you can just send the exit directly to the clipboard. Ipconfig clip Open Team Tip from Have you ever opened a team request and entered
endless cd commands trying to get into the folder? If so, you'll be happy to know that you can actually save a lot of time by opening a command tip in the Explorer folder. All you have to do is hold a shift when you press the right button on the folder and the option will appear in the context of the menu. Team History you've most likely been clicking up the key
to get to previous teams, but it can be a pain when you're trying to track down a particular team. Another way to view your past team is to use the doskey command. Doskey/Story Drag and Drop Files to change the current path Another neat trick if you're not a fan of opening commands tip from the context menu is the ability to drag and drop folders on the
query and it automatically log into the folder path. You will need to enter the CD command and then drag the folder to actually change the way, but you can use the same method for many different commands. You run multiple commands in one go Our last trick of the day is one that many team line geeks may already know the ability to run multiple commands
at once, linking them to double ampersands. You can do this with any commands and you can link as much as you want: ipconfig and netstat Find is another great command line tool that every Windows user should know because it can be used to search for file content for specific lines of text. Switches and Find Options As is the case with every tool based
on command queries in Windows, there are certain switches and settings that you need to know to make effective use of the tools. They are listed and explained below. /v - This switch will show any lines that do not contain a string of words that you have pointed out. /c - This switch tells the search tool to calculate how many lines contain your search terms.
/n - This switch shows numbers that correspond to the lines. /i - This switch says find to ignore the case of text you are looking for. In addition to these switches, there are two options that can be specified using this tool. String - The string will be the words you are looking for in your documents. You should always remember to keep this security guard
surrounded by quotes, otherwise your team will return the error. Pathname - This option is where you will specify the location you want to search. This can be as broad as listing a drive or as specific as the definition of one or more files. If you don't point the way, FIND will ask you to type or can accept text through the pipes of another command. When you're
ready to end manual typing, you can click on Ctrl and No. it's later. Find Syntax Like every tool in the windows, you will need to know how to enter your commands. The syntax below is the perfect perfect FIND (SWITCH) String (Pathname/s) Depending on your command, you will get one of three error level responses. 0 - The line you were looking for was
found. 1 - The line you were looking for is not found. 2 - This means that you had a bad switch or your settings were wrong. Let's practice before we start, you have to download our three samples of text documents that we will use for the test. Each of these documents contains a paragraph of text with several similar groups of words. Once you've downloaded
these three documents, you can copy them to any folder on your computer. For the purposes of this tutorial, we will put all three text documents on the desktop. Now you will need to open an elevated window of the operational team. Open the launch menu in Windows 7 and 10, or open the Search feature in Windows 8 and look for CMD. Then click the right
button and then click the Run button as an administrator. While you don't need to open an elevated operational team window, it will help you avoid any annoying confirmation dialog boxes. Our tutorial today will cover a few simple scenarios that will be developed below. Find one document for a string of words. Search for multiple documents for a single line of
words. Count the number of lines in the file or multiple files. Scenario 1 - Search for one document for a string of words. Now that you have three documents downloaded, we enter a team to search for a text file called exercise for the words martin hendrikx. Use the command below. Be sure to put the search bar in quotes and change the way to fit the folder
where your documents are stored. find martin hendrikx C: UsersMartin'Desktop exercise.txt You will notice that no results appeared. Don't worry, you didn't do anything wrong. The reason you don't have results is because FIND is looking for an exact match to the search bar. Let's try again, but this time, let's add an /i switch so that FIND ignores the case of
your search bar. find/i martin hendrikx C: UsersMartin'Desktop'exercise.txt You can now see that FIND has raised one line that corresponds to the search bar, which means it works. Let's try again, but change the search bar to sushi; If your results look like the image below, you did it right. Scenario 2 - Search for multiple documents for a single line of words.
Now that you know how to do a basic search, let's try to expand the search range. Now we will look for two text files (exercise and sample) for the term sushi. Do it by typing the next line. Don't forget to change the path to match the location of the files, and add a switch/i so that the search is not sensitive to the case. Find /i Sushi C: C: UsersMartin'Desktop.txt
You will notice that the search terms were both in the documents and in the sentences in which they were found are listed under their respective file names and locations. Try again, but this time, add a third file to the FIND command and search for the word potato instead. Search results should look like the image below. Note that the text found in each
document is actually potatoes, which means that even if you wither part of the word, you'll see any phrases that contain a search bar. In addition, this command can be used to check all text files. Find/i Sushi C: UsersMartin'Desktop'.txt Scenario 3 - Count the number of lines in the file. If you want to know how many lines are in the file, you can use the search
command below. Don't forget to add space between all the switches. In this case, we will replace the path name with the name of the sample.txt file. If you only want a number as a result, use this command: include C: UsersMartinDesktop-sample.txt find/v/c If you want a number and file information, use this command: find /v/c C: UsersMartin'Desktop.txt If
you want to count the lines in multiple files on your desktop, use the following command. find /v/c C: UsersMartin'Desktop'.txt Now you can experiment with several different commands and familiarize yourself with the tool. This can help save a lot of time in the future once you have the system set up. Have fun and keep geeking. Picture Credit: Littlehaulic on
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